
 

 

 

 

Citynet Insurance Brokers specialises 
in bespoke insurance solutions for 

clients across the Sports, Leisure, and 
Entertainment sectors.  

We are committed to providing 
responsive and top-tier service.
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Sports and 
Leisure 

Insurance
We deliver competitive and tailored Sports & Leisure  
insurance solutions designed to meet the unique needs of  
our clients in the sports, leisure, and entertainment industry. 

Our policies are backed by A rated capacity, ensuring competitive  
coverage. We are committed to delivering the personalised, local service  
that retail brokers require for their clients. At Citynet, we recognise the  
distinct risks associated with this industry, and we possess the specialised  
knowledge and expertise to support your clients when you need it.  

WHO IS IT FOR
 - Golf clubs
 - Boxing clubs
 - Cricket clubs
 - Tennis clubs
 - Football clubs
 - Martial arts clubs
 - Bowl clubs
 - Health clubs 
 - Hockey clubs
 - Rugby clubs
 - Table tennis clubs
 - Wrestling clubs
 - Driving ranges
 - Dance studios
 - Cinemas
 - Concert venues
 - Sports and leisure centres

BENEFITS OF WORKING WITH US
 - Extensive policy wording
 - Tailored policies to suit your clients’ requirements
 - Professional and experienced team
 - Rapid quote turnaround
 - Expert knowledge and expertise

PRODUCT HIGHLIGHTS
GOLF CLUBS
 - Damage to course
 - Hole-in-One cover
 - Compulsory course alteration
 - Personal effects of members
 - Members’ fees
 - Damage to trees, shrubs and plants
 - Frost damage
 - Event cancellation 
 

SPORTS AND SOCIAL CLUBS
 - Damages to pitches (grass or artificial)
 - Sports equipment in the open
 - Personal effects of members
 - Stands and flood lights
 - Wines and spirits 
 - Loss of licence
 - Trace and access
 - Event cancellation
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